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Sample essay in MLA style

Name, course info, and
date go at the top of
the first page, aligned
left

Your last name and
page number go in the
header of each page,
aligned right

Center the title of your paper

In-text citation: When you use
information or a quote from
someone else, generally include
the author and page number in
parentheses

1” margin
Justified
left

1” margin

Since you already mentioned the
author’s name in the sentence, you
can just put the page number in
parentheses

Additional in-text citation tips:




If a quote takes up four or more lines in your essay, separate it as a block quote with a line break and ½” indent
If your source doesn’t have page numbers (like a website), just reference the author’s name: (McDermon)
If your source doesn’t have an author, reference the first few words of the title: (“Migration Series”)

Questions about citation style or when to cite? Ask a librarian!

Adapted from materials on style.mla.org
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Sample Works Cited in MLA style
Start on new page with Works Cited
centered at the top

Alphabetize entries
Use ½” hanging indent

Book (print)
with 2 authors

Encyclopedia
article from a
database

Chapter in an
anthology

Chapter in an
e-book with
3+ authors
If the journal
article has a
DOI, use that
instead of a
URL

YouTube video

Journal article
from a
database

News article
from the web
Don’t include http:// in the URL

Mandela, Nelson. “I Am Prepared to Die” (excerpt). The Global Conversation of the 20th and 21st Centuries.
Saint Mary’s
course reader

XanEdu, 2015.
Jin, Qiu. “Lord Shi Jing of Japan: A Response to Your Original Verse.” Translated by Florence Ayschough,
1937. The Global Conversation of the 20th and 21st Centuries. XanEdu, 2015.

Bible

The Bible. Authorized King James Version, Oxford UP, 1998.

•
•
•
•
•

For more guidelines and examples, consult these resources:
Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL): owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/
MLA Style Online: style.mla.org
MLA Handbook, Eighth Edition: REF 808.02 M699 (Reference Section)
th
Writing Handbook for Saint Mary’s College (English 4 textbook, 4 edition)
Ask a librarian
Adapted from materials on style.mla.org

